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IL TABARRO SUMMARY 

A barge on the Seine in Paris. 

Michele is at the helm of his barge watching the sunset as his wife, Giorgetta, performs 
chores and stevedores move goods. Giorgetta suggests they give the stevedores some wine. 
Michele tries to kiss her, but she turns away. Annoyed, he goes down into the hold as Luigi, 
one of the stevedores, enters the barge. Two more stevedores, Tinca and Talpa, come up 
from the hold and Giorgetta gives them all wine. Luigi invites a hurdy-gurdy man to play for 
them. As he dances with Giorgetta, Michele appears and they break it up. Giorgetta asks 
Michele if they’re leaving the following week and bristles when he criticizes Luigi’s work. 
Noticing his short tone, she asks him what’s wrong, but he is silent. Talpa’s wife, La Frugola, 
arrives complaining about her husband’s drinking. Michele asks Luigi to come the next day to 
load some iron, then goes down into the hold. When La Frugola also criticizes Tinca for 
drinking, he observes that wine drowns thoughts of revolt. Luigi bitterly bemoans having to 
steal an hour of love amid back-breaking work. La Frugola tells Giorgetta of her dream of 
moving to the country. Giorgetta’s dream is to go back to Belleville, the suburb where she and 
Luigi were both born. They become lost in their nostalgic reminiscing. The others leave the 
barge. 

Luigi approaches Giorgetta, but she warns him to be careful. She passionately recalls his 
kisses of the night before but is terrified that Michele will find out. Michele appears and Luigi 
asks to be released at Rouen. Michele objects and Luigi agrees to stay on. When Michele 
goes into the cabin, Giorgetta asks Luigi why he wants to go to Rouen. He replies that he 
cannot share her with Michele. She makes him promise to come back in an hour. She’ll leave 
the gangplank down and will signal him with a lighted match. They recall their passionate 
lovemaking, but Giorgetta stops him and sends him away. Michele arrives. He and Giorgetta 
discuss whether Luigi should be kept on. Her nervous manner prompts Michele to ask why 
she doesn’t love him anymore. She answers shortly that she does and suggests that they go 
to sleep. He points out that she doesn’t sleep. She becomes distraught when he reminisces 
about how he used to gather her and their baby into his cloak. But the baby is gone now, and 
Michele feels too old for Giorgetta. When she again tries to get him to go to bed, he becomes 
harsh, then urges her to love him again. He tries to kiss her, but she avoids him and goes off. 

Michele, alone, calls Giorgetta a slut. He peers into the cabin and sees that Giorgetta appears 
to be waiting. He doesn’t suspect Luigi, who had asked to leave, but he wants to catch and kill 
whoever it is. Michele lights his pipe. Luigi, who has been waiting on the quay, mistakes the 
light for Giorgetta’s all-clear signal and jumps onto the barge. Michele grabs him by the throat. 
He offers to let Luigi go if he confesses. Michele makes Luigi repeat it as he strangles Luigi to 
death. Hearing Giorgetta call, Michele wraps Luigi’s body in his cloak. Giorgetta, 
unsuspecting, comes out and asks Michele’s forgiveness. She recalls that he used to say, “All 
of us wear a cloak that sometimes hides joy and sometimes hides sorrow.” He replies, 
“Sometimes a crime!” He then opens the cloak and Luigi’s body falls out at Giorgetta’s feet. 
She screams in horror as Michele forces her face down into Luigi’s dead face. Then he urges 
the river to give him death. 


